
We believe the 
oil and gas  
industry in 
Canada  
deserves to be 
connected
Our vision is to be the oil 
and gas industry portal in 
North America

A new and innovative 
SMART search engine for 
the oil and gas industry  
in Canada



To Save Time
Oil and gas industry professionals have traditionally relied on 
word of mouth to find services and products. Industry profes-
sionals can find companies faster, complete projects faster and 
most importantly increase productivity with oilgaspages.com. 
Engineers that have used oilgaspages.com have advised 
they have been successful at locating companies faster than 
traditional methods they have used.

Utilizing New Technology / Part of the 
Future / Evolution of the Industry
Oilgaspages.com features new and exciting technology to 
develop our website. For example, if a user searches for 
‘mud’, the oilgaspages.com search engine will determine 
that the user is looking for ‘drilling fluids’. Oilgaspages.com 
is an intelligent search engine allowing the user to quickly 
and effectively find what they are looking for without  
having to know the exact oil and gas industry terminology or 
category names.

To Advertise and Build your Brand
Traditional methods of advertising are becoming less effec-
tive. Companies need to locate more innovative solutions to 
market their products and services. Those who service the oil 
and gas industry can advertise their services and products to 
the right target market using oilgaspages.com. This includes 
all companies that are located in rural areas that can sup-
ply goods and services to the oil and gas industry. This also 
includes mid to large size companies who wish to drive more 
traffic to their business or to continue brand building. 

To CONNECT with others in the oil and 
gas industry in Canada 
Most of the companies that are in the oil and gas industry 
and related service companies across Canada are located 
on oilgaspages.com. It is common practice for equipment 
and services to be bid out and these bid lists range from 
3-5+ companies. Engineers and other oil and gas service 
professionals are always looking for additional companies 
to add to their bid lists. However, it is not an easy task to 
find alternate companies that provide required products and 
services. Some companies may already have a set vendor list 
and are not aware that other options exist. Oilgaspages.com 
allows professionals to research other companies in order  
to find the best ones suited for their needs and budgets.

Why do oil and gas companies  
 and those who service them  
 need oilgaspages.com?



1. SEARCH FIELD
Front page where you can search different categories… ie. 
“Valves”. A drop down menu will show the different catego-
ries related to “Valves” you can choose from.

 

2. FEATURED ADS
Companies can post messages, corporate news and 
even equipment sales in featured ads.   
(Maximum characters apply here to such ads.)  

3. COMPANY LISTING
Companies can be listed in multiple categories and also 
can add to the description of their company. 

Oilgaspages.com uses a sophisticated patent pending intelligent search engine that determines which product or service  
a user is seeking. The intelligent search engine then connects users with the associated companies that provide these  
products or services. Search for any category particular to the oil and gas industry in the main 
search engine page.

How does  
oilgaspages.com work?

Different category results ie. “Type of valves” 

Category search ie. “Valves”

Clients can choose what to advertise here
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Companies can be listed in muliple  
categories and can add to the description  
of their company. Company websites, if in 
existence are also linked to listings. 



Advertise with  
oilgaspages.com

We believe that oilgaspages.com will  
become the Canadian oil and gas industry 
portal where professionals can connect with 
the right companies that provide products 
and services they are seeking. 

Featured ads permit announcements or 
other postings to be made such as job  
postings, links to your website, sales,  
and other messages of your choice with  
oilgaspages.com approval.

Limited Time Offer

Receive a discount on a featured ad  
subscription; please contact Jason Fast at 1 
(403) 891-8580  
or sales@oilgaspages.com for advertising 
opportunities.

 Calgary, Alberta Head Office
 #3203, 112 Silvergrove NW
 Calgary, Alberta T3B 5H4
 Local Phone Number: (403) 891-8580
 Email: info@oilgaspages.com
 Website: oilgaspages.com


